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Prediction Model

What is the current operation efficiency at Changi Airport?
- What is the passenger waiting time at taxi stand?
- How are taxis responding so far?

Using historical data, we ran two multiple regressions to:
- Predict the number of passengers departing in taxis at T2
- Predict the number of taxis departing with passengers at T2
Passengers: Νp(t) = 55.1 + 0.3 Νl (t-30) + 34.9 ω1 + 56.3 ω2 - 18.9 ω3 - 29.4 ω4 - 21.9 ω5 - 27.1 ω6

What are the key factors slowing down the system?

Taxis: Νt(t) = 5.2 + 0.2 Νl (t-30) + 13 ω1 + 27.4 ω2 - 10.9 ω3 - 18.1 ω4 - 13 ω5 - 19.2 ω6
where,
Νt(t) : Predicted volume of Taxi departing at time t
Νp(t): Predicted volume of Passengers departing at time t
Νl (t-30): Number of Landing Passengers in time period t-30 mins
1, if public transport available
ω1 =
0, otherwise

How could we improve the current taxi pick-up system?
We approximate passenger average waiting time from their arrival rate and
departure rate with the deterministic model.

Understand the entire operation process and interpret the
problem with queuing theory
Analyze historical data to gain insights into passengers’
waiting time and quantify the mismatch between taxi supply
and demand

ω2

Most of the time passengers wait less than 10 minutes to be served.
However, the waiting time peaks when passenger volume rises and
accumulative effect occurs.
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1, if day falls on Thursday
0, otherwise

Predicted vs. Observed Demand at T2 South Saturday
Summer Season when Public Transport is Available

Taxis wait the longest when the number of landing passengers is low and the
demand drops. This is when taxi supply is larger than demand. During the
busiest timing, taxis wait less than 20 minutes to pick up passengers,
suggesting an efficient taxi system. While the airport’s limited capacity
refrains passenger queues from being cleared in a short time.
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: Departure Rate L: Queue Length

We formulate the problem from both taxi drivers’ and passengers’
perspective: taxis join the queue in the holding area at rate taxi ,
they then wait time taxi before picking up passengers who are
arriving at rate pax .

Information
Display of taxis
needed,
estimated taxi
waiting time,
number of
people queuing
for taxis and the
taxi queue
length

For each of the model, all variables were significant
and we obtained a decent R2 value of:
Passengers: 0.4264
Taxis: 0.3952

Predicted
Taxi
Demand

Due to a wide range of human factors and uncertainty,
the mathematical model (with R2 � 0.4) is reasonable
enough to provide a fair prediction.

Observed Taxi Demand

Other Recommendations

An improved mobile application to Cabs@Changi, providing taxi drivers with
more information to ease the mismatch between supply and demand. In a
real time server, we extract the total number of landing passengers to predict
the taxi supply and passenger demand.

taxi

We analyze a dataset covering flight arrival information and
passenger and taxi volume from Nov 2012 to Sep 2013 and taxi
“detect in” and “detect out” data from Sep 1st to 7th 2013. By doing
some data mining in python, we obtained the following results.
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1, if day falls on Tuesday
0, otherwise

{
= { 1, if day falls on Saturday
0, otherwise

ω5 =

Proposed Solution

Taxi Stand

{

1, if in summer season (North Hemisphere)
0, if in winter season (North Hemisphere)

ω4 =

Build a mock-up app to suggest possible implementations of
the findings
Provide other recommendations based on the current
operation process and infrastructure implemented

{
1, if at T2 South Taxi Queue
={
0, if at T2 North Taxi Queue

ω3 =

Propose a prediction model to estimate the taxi demand at
Changi Airport and justify the accuracy of the prediction

Problem Formulation

taxi
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Analysis

Proposed Approach
1

ESD

In Collaboration with Changi Airport Group
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Historical Trend
of passenger
volume, taxi
queue length,
taxi waiting time
the previous day
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Live Feed with visual image of current taxi queue situation at terminals
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Map indicating current location and route to airport
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Suggestion

Current Problem
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Logistics
Improvements

Infrastructure
Improvements

Arriving passengers
are not guaranteed
a taxi after alighting
Signboards that fails
to inform
passengers well on
taxi fares
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Premium taxis are
allowed to drive into
any bay
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Confusion with taxi
bay numbering
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Create a system for
passengers to
pre-order a taxi
during luggage
collection
Implement digital
signboards that
display a full list of
taxi fares

Allocate specific
bays to premium
taxis
Paint numbers with
perspective view on
the ground

Implementation Cost
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Initial upfront cost to
purchase relevant
framework
Purchasing and
contractor costs of
digital signboards

Benefit
1
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Allows taxi facilitators
to pre-empt demand
for taxi, improving
service quality
Gives passengers a
better expectation of
flag-down and
mileage rates
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Repainting of
selected bay
demarcation
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Prevents bottle-neck
when passengers
choose not to take
premium taxis
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Contractor costs

2

Improves
communication
between taxi
facilitators and
passengers

